Onesie Ruffle Dress
In my excitement of being blessed with expecting a baby girl (after 3 boys), I have had
so much fun making very frilly, girly dresses! Here is a tutorial for the latest product of
my pink sewing obsession- a onesie ruffle dress. I was pleased with the way it turned
out- although it is very full with the 6 ruffles! You could make this project even easier
and faster by using only 3 ruffles instead of 6. I hope you like it and have the
opportunity to make one for a shower gift or for your own little cutie ☺

For this project, you will need:
• ½ yard each of two different fabrics (you can get by with less if you don’t want 6
ruffles)
• Ribbon to stitch around the onesie (I used about 17” for a 0-3 mos sized onesie)
• A onesie in the desired size
• A button for the center of the optional flower embellishment

1. Measure across the front of the onesie and multiply that number by 4 so ruffle
strips will be twice the width of the front and back of the onesie. (Example: 7”
across the front x 4 = 28” strips)

2. Cut the desired number of strips from each fabric measuring 6” x the measurement
in #1 (In my example, I cut three 6” x 28” strips in each color.).

3. Fold the strips in half so they each measure 3” x the measurement in #1 (Ex: 3” x
28”) and iron.

4. Unfold short ends and place them right sides together. Pin and stitch together being
sure to backstitch at beginning and end.

5. Fold the strip in half along the ironed crease. Set your machine to the longest stitch
length for gathering (mine is a stitch length of 6). Baste along the raw edge of the
circle. Pull the top basting thread to gather. (For help with gathering, see tutorial at:
http://www.littlelambspatterns.com/images/Gathering.pdf) Repeat stitching and
gathering for remaining strips.

6. Now it’s time to attach the ruffles to the onesie! Place the bottom ruffle along the
bottom of the onesie and adjust the gathers around the onesie as needed
(IMPORTANT: Make sure the onesie is stretched out a little as each ruffle is pinned
on so that it’s not too tight to put on and get off the baby!). Pin the ruffle in place.

7. Stitch over the basted stitches to hold the ruffle in place.
8. Place the alternating fabric ruffle over the first ruffle so that the raw edges and
stitching is hidden (The ruffles will be overlapped quite a bit for a dress with 6
ruffles and barely overlapped for a dress with 3 ruffles). Adjust the gathers, pin,
and stitch in place.

9. Repeat the ruffles until all ruffles are stitched in place.
HINT: The stitching gets a little tricky as you get higher on the onesie and you may
find it easier to stitch the top ruffles through the neck instead of the
bottom of the onesie.
10. Time to finish ruffles with the ribbon! Starting at a side seam, pin the ribbon to the
top edge of the ruffle to hide the raw edge and stitching. Pin all the way around the
dress stopping about 1” from where you began. Turn the ribbon under and overlap
the beginning ribbon about 2”. Pin. Stitch along the top and bottom edge of the
ribbon with matching thread.

11. For the optional flower, draw two 5-petal flowers on paper that are whatever size
you prefer- just draw one flower about 1” bigger in diameter than the other. Don’t
worry about drawing the flower patterns perfect- the flower turns out cuter that
way! Cut out the paper patterns and then trace and cut one flower from each fabric.
To give the flower some dimension, hand-baste a circle in the center of each fabric
flower as shown below. Pull the basting thread tight to gather each flower. Place the
small flower on top of the large flower and stitch the two together. Place the flower
on the dress with a button centered on top and stitch the button to the flower and
onesie to hold everything in place (see photo on next page). The raw edges of the
flower will fray a little when washed for a nice shabby-chic look!

This is what the flower will look
like before it is washed:

Here’s my little lady all dressed up!

